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streamline plot 285, 301
stress tensor 304
structural mechanics 303
– software solution 306
structural stability 209, 211
stuck fermentation 211
Student’s t-distribution 60, 70
substantive derivative 297
superficial velocity 290
supersonic flow 243
Index

- support of a function 271
- survival of the fittest 110, 312
- symmetry 248, 252
  - mirror 252
  - rotational 253
  - translational 252
- symmetry boundary condition 248, 254
- symmetry condition 298
- system 1
  - conceptual 41
  - continuous 42
  - definition 8
  - deterministic 42
  - discrete 42
  - input-output 1, 31
  - natural 41
  - parameters 16
  - physical 41
  - reduced 16
  - stochastic 42
  - technical 41
- systems analysis 4, 5
- systems archeology 119
- t
  - distribution 70
  - t-test 62
    - independent 63
    - one-sample 63
    - one-sided 63, 108
    - paired 63
    - two-sample 62
    - two-sided 63
- technical system 41
- templates 319
- tensor 304
- test data 79
- thermal conductivity 233, 234
- three-dimensional problem 250
- three-step modeling procedure 20
- Tln.mac 18
- tInt 222
- title page 295
- trace of a matrix 305
- TraceProc 196
- training data 79
- transcendental equation 29
- translational symmetry 252
- transonic flow 244
- treatments 101
- triangulation 267
- truncation error 188
- TTest.r 62
- turbulence 298
- turbulent flow 298
- two-dimensional problem 250
- two-level factorial designs 106
- two-phase flow 293
- type I error 62
- type II error 62
- u
  - unconditionally stable 263
  - uniform distribution 57
  - unstructured grid 267
- v
  - validation 4, 5
    - holdout 79
    - importance of 33
    - qualitative 6, 127
    - quantitative 6
  - variation of constants 166, 167
  - variation of parameters 167
  - variational formulation of PDE 269
  - vector plot 301
  - virtual engineering 41
  - virtual prototyping 41
  - viscosity 290, 297
- visualization of datasets 99
- VolPhase.mac 210
- Volterra.r 206
- VolterraND.r 209
- volumetric flux density 290
- volumetric water content 293
- volz.csv 75
- von Neumann stability analysis 263
- w
  - water retention curve 293
  - wave equation 245
  - wavelet transform 114
  - weak derivative 269
  - weak formulation of PDE 269, 271
  - weak solution 269
  - weight decay 96
  - weighting factors 202
    - in ODE system 222
  - weights 92
  - well-posed problem 246
  - what-if studies 41
- WhichData 223
- white box model 10, 35
- wine fermentation 211
- wxMaxima 18, 158, 159, 324

- Young’s modulus of elasticity 305